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In this supplementary information, we provide details on the community assembly and
persistence analysis. In particular, in the first section, we give the expressions for equilibria
of our model as well as invasion criteria for missing species. In the next section, we piece
these invasion criteria together to determine possible end states.

In some places, we reference the Supplementary Figure 1 (for visualization of the connec-
tivity pattern corresponding to different equilibria of our model). Many of these results come
from symbolic computation in Mathematica, which is also provided in the supplementary
information.

1. Boundary Equilibria and Invasion of Missing Population

1.1. Single population equilibria and invasion. If only one migratory path is used
between breeding site i and winter site j, then the equilibrium population density is given
by

(1) xij =
KbiKwj

cij(Kbi +Kwj)

(corresponding to A, B, C, D in SI Figure 1). Note that this population density increases
with the carrying capacities of the the breeding and winter sites used and decreases with the
cost associated with the migration path.

Starting from only a single path being used, at least one other path is invadable. Trivially,
the path the does not share any sites with the original path is always invadable. In other
words, if one of the direct paths is being used, then the other direct path is readily usable
since there is no competition on those neighboring sites. Similarly, if one of the cross paths
is being used, then populations can easily use the other cross path. This implies that at
least two paths are always used.

More interestingly, if only the cross path between breeding site i and winter site j is being
used, then the condition for invasion of the direct path using breeding and winter site i is

(2)
ciiKwj

cij(Kbi +Kwj)
< 1

which is always satisfied since we assume that the cost of the direct paths is less than the cost
of the cross paths (cii < cij). A similar condition implies that the direct path in breeding
and winter sites j is also always invadable.
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Finally, if only the direct path between breeding and winter sites i is being used, then the
cross path between breeding site i and winter site j is invadable if

cijKwi

cii(Kbi +Kwi)
< 1

which is equivalent to

(3)
cij
cii

<
Kbi +Kwi

Kwi

This gives that the cross path is more readily used if the cost is comparable to the cost of
the direct path and if the carrying capacity of the site shared among the two paths is large,
while the carrying capacity of the site that is not shared is small. Assuming cii = cjj = 1, this
condition being satisfied implies that there exists an equilibrium point with the corresponding
direct and cross paths (see Mathematica notebook).

Altogether, analyzing the invasion of a second population into a single population shows
that direct paths will always invade a single cross path, while a missing cross population will
invade a single direct path only under certain conditions.

1.2. Two population equilibria and invasion. Next, we analyze the question when will
a third pathway be added when two pathways are already being utilized? As in the single
population analysis, we find that direct pathways are generally more readily added than
cross paths.

We start with communities using two cross paths. Since the two populations do not
compete at all (with no shared habitats), then their equilibrium population densities are
given just as two single populations (Equation (1), corresponding to J in SI Figure 1). Then,
the direct path between winter and breeding sites i invade if

(4)
ciiKbj

cji(Kbj +Kwi)
+

ciiKwj

cij(Kbi +Kwj)
< 1

Notice that the direct path between sites i is more readily added to the community of paths
if the opposing winter and breeding sites j have small carrying capacities. Intuitively, if the
opposing sites are limiting then this keeps the population densities of the cross paths small
at equilibrium, and reduces the competition pressure in the breeding and winter habitats
of site i. On the other hand, if the carrying capacities of site j are large relative to sites i,
then the direct path between sites i will not be available to be used. From Equation (4),
we observe that in a community of two cross paths, at least one of the direct paths will be
invadable, either the one between breeding and winter sites i or j, as long as the costs are
lower.

Next, we analyze the invasion of additional paths into a community of one direct path
between sites i and a cross path between breeding site i and winter site j (corresponding to
F in SI Figure 1). Then, the equilibrium is given by

(5) xii =
Kwi(−ciiKwj + cij(Kbi +Kwj))

ciicij(Kbi +Kwi +Kwj)

xij =
Kwj(−cijKwi + cii(Kbi +Kwi))

ciicij(Kbi +Kwi +Kwj)
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In this case, we find that the direct path between breeding and winter sites j invades if

(6)
cjj(Kbi +Kwi)

cij(Kbi +Kwi +Kwj)
− cjjKwi

cii(Kbi +Kwi +Kwj)
< 1

which is always true. Hence, the missing direct path always invades a community of one
direct and one cross path.

Condition (6) along with condition (4) show that at least one missing direct path is always
invadable, in both the equilibrium with a single direct and a single cross path as well as the
equilibrium with both cross paths.

Additionally, the missing cross path (path ji) invades at Equation (5) if

(7)
cji(Kwj)

cij(Kbi +Kwi +Kwj)
− cji(Kbi +Kwj)

cii(Kbi +Kwi +Kwj)
< 1

This condition is only sometimes met.
Finally, if both direct paths are used, then the two populations do not compete with one

another and the densities are given as single populations (corresponding to E in SI Figure
1). Then, the cross path between breeding site i and winter site j is able to invade if

(8)
cijKwi

cii(Kbi +Kwi)
+

cijKbj

cjj(Kbj +Kwj)
< 1

or equivalently,
cij
cii

(1 − γi) +
cij
cjj
γj < 1

This condition is only sometimes met. We observe from this condtion that for the cross
population between breeding site i and winter site j to invade requires the winter site i to
have a smaller carrying capacity compared to the breeding site i and the breeding site j to
have a smaller carrying capacity compared to the winter site j. One way to interpret this is
that if the winter site i and the breeding site j are small then this imposes a limit to how
large the direct populations can become and therefore reduces competitive pressure in the
sites that are shared, i.e., winter site j and breeding site i. Additionally, the larger the cost
of the cross path, the more pronounced this difference in carrying capacities needs to be.

Furthermore, we observe that the condition for the invasion of the two cross populations
are mutually exclusive. This means that if the cross path between breeding site i and winter
site j is able to invade then the other cross path cannot and vice versa. Additionally,
if the condition is met, then there exists an equilibrium with the two direct paths and
the corresponding cross path (see Mathematica notebook). Finally, there is some range
of parameters for costs and carrying capacities for which neither cross can invade. This
condition is a key determinant of the final community that is assembled.

1.3. Three population equilibria and invasion. If both cross paths and one direct path
between breeding and winter sites i are used (corresponding to M in SI Figure 1), then the
condition for the other direct path between sites j to invade is

(9)
cjj
cij

+
cjj
cji

− cjj
cii

< 1
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If we assume cjj < cij, cjj < cji, cii < cij, and cii < cij, then this condition is always met.
If one of the cross paths and both direct paths are used, then the equilibrium population

is given by

(10) xii =
Kwi(ciicijKbj − ciicjj(Kbj +Kwj) + cijcjj(Kbi +Kbj +Kwj))

ciicijcjj(Kbi +Kbj +Kwi +Kwj)

xij = −cijcjjKwi(Kbj +Kwj) + cii(Kbi +Kwi)(cijKbj − cjj(Kbj +Kwj))

ciicijcjj(Kbi +Kbj +Kwi +Kwj)

xjj =
Kbj(cijcjjKwi − ciicjj(Kbi +Kwi) + ciicij(Kbi +Kwi +Kwj))

ciicijcjj(Kbi +Kbj +Kwi +Kwj)

The fourth cross population between breeding site j and winter site i would invade if

(11)
cji
cii

+
cji
cjj

− cji
cij

< 1

which is never possible. Hence, the fourth cross population never invades. Additionally,
there is no equilibrium with all four populations, which in Lotka-Volterra systems of our
form, implies that all four populations will not coexist (Hofbauer and Sigmund 1998). In
other words, at most only three pathways will be used, implying that there is never fully
strong connectivity of migratory paths.

2. Community Assembly and Persistence

The above invasion conditions provide a qualitative picture of the dynamics. In particular,
the invasion conditions indicate whether a set of populations persist as an end state (cannot
be invaded by any missing populations) or are invadable. If a population is able to invade,
we determine if the new population and the previously existing populations persist, by
checking if there is an equilibrium with all populations having positive densities. We use
these conditions and their relationships to determine possible phase diagrams. We give some
examples in the SI Figure 2 and 3.

There are some important highlights of the invasion conditions. First, by conditions (2),
(4), and (9), we see that if direct paths are less costly than cross paths, then from any
equilibrium, at least one missing population using a direct path can invade (provided this
exists). Hence, any equilibrium with a missing direct path is unstable and both direct paths
will always be part of an end state.

Secondly, we see that the key invasion criteria to determine the end state is whether the
cross path between breeding site i and winter site j invades the system of both direct paths,
i.e., condition (8). If this condition is met, two things are true. First, it implies that this cross
path can invade the equilibrium with the single direct population (condition (3)). Second,
it implies there exists an equilibrium with all three populations and this is not invadable by
the fourth population. Hence, it is an end state.
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Figure 1. A schematic of all possible resulting connectivity patterns. Each
one corresponds to a possible equilibrium point in our 4-dimensional space.
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Figure 2. A schematic of one possible phase diagram in which we assume the
population using breeding site 1 and winter site 2, i.e. x12, is able to invade
the system with two direct paths. Here we depict the 4D system in two 3D
plots, each with both direct populations, x11 and x22 and one of the two cross
populations, x12 (left) OR x21 (right). The solid arrows indicate invasions
that are always true under the assumptions of our model. The dotted indicate
invasions that are only sometimes true. The star indicates the final end state
under this condition. Note that if the x12 population invades the equilibrium
with both direct paths (i.e., with x11 > 0 and x22 > 0), it implies that the
other cross population x21 does not. It also implies that x12 can invade the
system with single direct paths. In this diagram, we also assume that x22 can
invade the system with single direct paths (right diagram), which is not always
true. However, this does not change the eventual end state. One can imagine
these arrows reversed and draw a similar phase diagram.
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Figure 3. A schematic of one possible phase diagram in which neither cross
population is able to invade the system with two direct paths. Here we depict
the 4D system in two 3D plots, each with both direct populations, x11 and
x22 and one of the two cross populations, x12 (left) OR x21 (right). The solid
arrows indicate invasions that are always true under the assumptions of our
model. The dotted indicate invasions that are only sometimes true. The star
indicates the final end state under this condition. Here we also assume that
x12 and x21 can both invade the systems with single direct paths. While this
is not always true, it does not change the eventual end state.


